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         What is a word wall? 
 

               A word wall is a display in the                        
              classroom devoted to vocabulary that  
              will be used or is being used during  
              the course of a particular unit of study. 

 
 

     What is the purpose of a word wall? 
  
                     *Provides visual cues for students 
                  *Encourages increased student independence         
                   when reading and writing 
                  *Reinforces understanding of subject-specific  
                  terminology 
                  *Provides an approach to meaningful teaching of               
                  vocabulary with an emphasis on  student  
                  engagement at higher levels of thinking  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

    Mystery Word 
              Introduce a new word by writing the          
              letters in a scrambled order.  To assist  
              students in unscrambling the word, give  
              clues, either about the word’s meaning  
              or about how it is spelled.  Students  
              apply their knowledge of  spelling  
              patterns, as well as activate prior   
              knowledge, depending on the clues  
              given.  

 

 Missing Word 
             Take one of  the words off  the      
             word wall and rearrange the   
             remaining words.  Students scan the  
             word wall and figure out which  
             word is missing.  Give clues to help  
             determine the missing word. 

 

 Visiting Word 
              After students have worked on a word  
              wall for a substantial period of  time,  
              add a “visiting” word. This encourages  
              students to do a review of  the word wall  
              as they hunt for the new word.  Present  
              the visiting word as the new word for  
              the day.  
 

 

      Quick Definitions 
              Provide a definition (orally and/or  
              written on the board) of  one of  the  
              word wall words. Students choose and  
              write the word to match the definition.   
              Repeat the process encouraging  
              students to review all the words as they   
              select the answer.  
 
 
 
 



 

      Looking at Spelling 
              Introduce a new word by writing the  
              letters in a scrambled order.  To assist  
              students in unscrambling the word, give  
              clues, either about the word’s meaning  
              or about how it is spelled.  Students  
              apply their knowledge of  spelling  
              patterns, as well as activate prior  
              knowledge, depending on the clues  
              given.  

 

Webbed Wheelie 
             In section one write the word.  In    
                the next section write the definition   
                of  the  word using your own words.  
                In the next section write in a  
                meaningful sentence.  In the last  
                section explain how the word is  
                used in our world.   

 

 

        Word Sun-Storming 
             Select a word from the word wall  
             and write it in the middle of  the  
             sun.  Write details about the word  
             on the sun’s rays.  
 

 

      Word Mapping  
                Students write the word on paper, index card,   
                construction paper, etc. After they write the  
                word using a different color pen, marker,  
                pencil they outline the word.   
 
                Word mapping highlights the peaks and  
                valleys’ within a word making it more visible.  
 
 
 
 
 



  Word Alphabet 
             Write the alphabet and locate the   
             letters of  the word. Write the word.  
 
             a b c d e f  g h I j k l m n o p q r s     
             t u v w x y z  

 

 
     Word Example 

             Rewrite or paste an example of  this  
             word as it is used in a magazine,  
             newspaper, book, etc.  

 

 

Word Search 
              Create a small word search and highlight                
              the word in the puzzle.  

            w p z k m n l a s s t u v z  

            m o v v b u t f  d g h b n a 

            k p r d y u g b n a q l o p c 

            x u e d m y b o k s h d f  g 

 

Word Rhyming 
                Write a word that rhymes with the word or  
                one of  the syllables within the word.  

Germ/in/ate 
 
                Germinate = terminate=exterminate 
                Ate = bate/bait= fate=late=wait=weight 
                Germ=term= firm= squirm 
                In=win=bin=ten=tin=sin=fin 

When I see this picture I think 
how lucky I am to have soldiers 
fighting not only for my freedom,  
but the freedom of  others 



          Word Sequence 
              Write 5 sentences.  In the first sentence  
              begin the sentence with your word.  In  
              the second sentence your word will need   
              to be the second word in your sentence.   
              In the third sentence your word will be  
              the third word.  Continue until you have  
              written 5 sentences. 

 

 

           Word Cards Partner Game 
             Write words on index cards.  Pairs  
             of  students take turns choosing a  
             word card and offering a definition  
             for the word.  The partner guesses  
             and spells the word.  

 

 

    Word Pictures 
              Working in teams, students select one  
              of  the words from the word wall and  
              illustrate it on the board or chart paper.   
              The opposing teams gets a point for a                  
              correct guess and  
              illustrates another word.  

 

 

        Word Relationships  
                      Each student shares the word on their word card with a  
                      partner, and together, they decide on a way that their two  
                      words are related or have something in common.  A time  
                      limit could be imposed after which students rotate to a new  
                      partner and repeat the process. After doing this a few times,  
                      the pair could join with another pair, and see if  they can  
                      find a relationship between the four words. Discussing  
                      similarities and differences helps students to master new  
                      vocabulary meanings.  

 



 

   Word Parts of  Speech 
                  Each small group is given a part of  speech and  
                   must decide which words on the word wall fall into  
                  the category.  If  more than one group is looking for  
                  the same part of  speech, they compare lists and  
                  discuss any discrepancies.  
 
                  Parts of  Speech: 
                  verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb,                    
                  preposition, conjunction, and interjection.  

 

 

 

        Word Plurals 
              Small groups are assigned a group of   
              words to pluralize.  Students identify the  
              nouns and tape the plural ending of  the  
              word on the word wall.  Discuss each  
              group’s work as a class.  

 

 

Word Drama 
              Students choose a word from the word       
              wall and improvise a situation that  
              portrays the word.  
 
              Peers guess the word 

 

        Word Prefixes and Suffixes 
                  Each small group is given a set of  the suffix and   
                  prefix cards and decides to which words on the  
                  word wall they can add them.  
 
                  As a variation, assign each group a set of  words  
                  from the word wall for which they mist decide the  
                  appropriate prefixes and suffixes.  

 

resolution s  



 

  Word Categories 
                      Students create categories and group the words from the  
                      word wall to fit those categories.  Set the number of  words  
                      that are allowed in a “miscellaneous” category and create a   
                      maximum and minimum number of  categories that can be  
                     used.  This activity could be done individually at first; then  
                     students share and compare their categories with a partner.  
                     They share their groups of  words with the class who guess  
                     the principle behind the sorting.  

 

 

 

     Musical Words 
                      In groups of  five or six, with each group member having  
                      one word card, students circulate the cards within their  
                      groups while music is playing.  When the music stops, the  
                      group members take turns giving the meaning of  the word  
                      they have. Group members can challenge the correctness  
                      of  the definition offered by their peer. If  a group member  
                     cannot provide a definition, the group members discuss the        
                     meaning, asking the teacher for assistance if  necessary.  

 

 

      Word Contextualization 
                      Students write about a situation in which a word wall word  
                      would be commonly used. The student reads the situation  
                     to the class, who then guess the relevant word.  
 
                     As a variation, students portray multiple contextual  
                     situations, if  applicable, e.g., brackets are something that  
                     could be spoken about in both writing and construction  
                     contexts.  
 
 
 

 

 

      Word Ad 
                     Each group chooses a word, and brainstorms the possible  
                     uses of  the word.  They create a radio or television ad to  
                     “sell” one of  the words from the word wall and present it to  
                     the class.  
 
                      As a variation, students think of a product for which they create a radio  
                          advertisement using as many words from the word wall as possible. The group avoids  
                         making direct reference to the product and asks the class to guess what it is that the ad  
                         is trying to sell. 
 

 

 



 

        Word Origins and Root Words 
              Each group finds the word origin and  
              root words of  a set of  word wall words   
              and presents their findings to the class.  
 
              As a variation, groups give the origin of   
              a word and the class guesses the   
              corresponding word wall word.  

 
 

 

Word Definition Bingo 
              Students fill in a bingo-type grid with  
              word wall words. As definitions are read  
              out, students cross out the  
              corresponding word on their grid.  The  
              first person to get a complete line of   
              words wins.  
              As a variation give students synonyms   
              or antonyms for appropriate word wall  
              words.     

 
 

Word Reading Bingo 
                  Students fill in a bingo card with new words                        
                  from a unit. As students complete the unit’s  
                  reading, they fill in the page numbers where the  
                  unit’s words appear.  Acknowledge the first person ,         
                  who gets a straight line completed, then assign  
                  completion of  the entire grid for everyone in the  
                  class.   
 
                     As a variation students skim the text to find words they have   
                     listed on their card.  

 

 
 

 

Word of  the Day 
                Choose a “Word of  the Day”. Encourage  
                students to use the “Word of  the Day”   
                meaningfully during the class and highlight  
                appropriate use.  Add the word to the word  
                wall.  

 



Words in Writing 
              Encourage students to use the word  
              wall words in their daily classroom  
              writing. When work is collected or read  
              in class, highlight the words from the  
             word wall that are used appropriately.  

 

         
 

 

           Unfolding Five Words in a Story 
                  Students are given a word wall word every one to  
                  two minutes for up to ten minutes (five words total)  
                  to incorporate into a story. They can write on a  
                  topic of  their choice. When a new word is given,  
                  students work that word into their story  
                  immediately.  Encourage students to write  
                  continuously and quickly during the ten minutes.  
                  Students share their stories in small groups and  
                  each group chooses one story to be read to the  
                  class.   

 

       Word Memory Association 
                Ask students to make connections and  
                increase comprehension by selecting a word  
                wall word that connects to a positive  
                personal memory.  Students explain their  
                connections in writing and share with a  
                partner.  Volunteers read their writing aloud  
                to the class.  

 

 

 

Words Maximized 
                  Students write a story involving as many words  
                  from the word wall as possible within a given time  
                  frame.  Students underline all the word wall words  
                  they used and share their stories in small groups.   
                  Each group decides which story to read aloud. 

 
 



 

      Words Within Words 
                  Students make a list of  many words as possible by  
                  reorganizing some of  the letters of  a word wall  
                  word. Students could write the word on a piece of   
                  paper and then cut the letters apart so that they can  
                  move them around and try different combinations.  
 
                  Note: Limits can be set such as the words must  
                  have a least three letters and names do not count.  

 

 

                      

                     Word Concept Map 
                  Students create a concept map for words that  
                  define complex concepts. They place the work in a  
                  box on the center of  the page and draw other boxes  
                  branching off  the center that contains subtopics  
                  which can be further broken down. 

 
 
                          Word Poetry 
                Students write a poem related to the topic  
                under study using as many words as possible  
                from the word wall.   
 
 
 
 
                As a variation students choose just one word from the word         
                     wall and write a poem about that word. Students share their   
                     poetry. 

 
 

             Word Concept Ladder 
                     Students place a word wall word at either the top or bottom  
                     of  a ladder image.  In each successive part of  the ladder,  
                     students fill in information about a different aspect of  the  
                     word, e.g. what is it like, what is it opposite of, where is 
                     found, how is it used, etc.  

 



 

              Word Media Renaming 
                  Ask students to re-name a television show or movie  
                  using at least one of  the appropriate word wall  
                  words. Students write the new name on a piece of   
                  paper along with the original name.  Use the papers  
                  periodically at the end of  class by reading out the  
                  new title and asking student to guess the original  
                  name of  the show or move.   

 
 

 

                      

      

 
 
                       Word Ranking 
                     Students individually list the word wall words in writing  
                     from most difficult o easiest for them to understand or spell.  
                     If  this activity is done at the beginning of  a unit later  
                     towards the end of  the unit students can note how their  
                     rankings have changed. 

 

 
 
 

    Word Cubes 
                  You will need to provide your students with a cube  
                  template.  Have students write words or definitions  
                  on the cube.  Students will role the cube and either  
                  provide the definition, word, real world application,  
                  etc.  

 

 
              Word Visual Rep 
Students choose a word wall word 
to convey its meaning visually.  
Encourage students to not just add 
illustrations around the word, but to 
use the letters of  the word to 
convey meaning appropriately. Post 
the visual reps around the room. 



           Word Metaphors and Similes 
              Students practice their abstract thinking  
              skills by choosing words from the word  
              wall and create either a simile or  
              metaphor for each word.  Students  
              share their similes and metaphors with  
              others in the class.  

 
 

 

                      
                         Word Cryptogram      
                   A cryptogram is a puzzle where one lette3r in the                 
                  puzzle is substituted with another. For example: 

     E c o l v g n c y x w    y c r   e q i i r z n b z n    y z u    p s z! 

                   Has the following solution: 

    E c o l v g n c y x w    y c r   e q  i i r z n b z n    y z u    p s z! 

    C r y p t o g r a m s    a r e    c h a l l e n g i n g  a n d   f  u n! 

 

 
Word “Hot” Seat 

                      A student is selected to go to the front of  the class and take      
                     the “hot” seat positioned so that he/she can see the word  
                     wall but cannot see the word another student is writing on  
                     the board. It is his/her job to guess the word by asking  
                    questions that help to narrow the possibilities. For example 
                                 Is it a noun? 
                                Does it have fewer than 10 letters? 
                                Does it have more than two syllables?  
 
                     The goal is to guess the word with the least amount of  clues.  

 

 
 
 

 
             Word Millionaire 

                     Divide the class into two teams. Using index cards prepared                   
                     with either the definition or word give each student in a  
                     group a chance to either explain the word or tell what word  
                     matches the definition. The student may use a lifeline and  
                     call a friend on their team to help them 



 Word T Charts 
                  Students draw a t-chart on a piece of  paper and  
                  write examples on one side and non examples on  
                  the other side.  Select a word for the word wall and  
                  have students provide has many examples and non  
                  examples as possible.  
 

          
 

 

                      

Word Jumble 
                  Students select words from the word wall and  
                  jumble them up.  Exchange jumbled words with  
                  another student.  Students have to un-jumble the  
                  words.  

The word is election  

 l   i  n   e   e   t   c   o 

 

 

.  

Word “Bang” 
                     You will need to prepare multiple word boxes or jars for this  
                     activity. All words you have covered so far are placed in a  
                     box or jar. One at a time a student selects one word.  If  they  
                     can define or explain what the words means they get it keep  
                     it. If  they cannot the word goes back in the box.  If  they  
                     pull a card with the word, “Bang” from the box all the cards  
                     they have collected so far go back in the box. The student  
                     with the most cards at the end of  the game wins.  

 

 
 

           Word List, Group, Label 
                     Have students study the words on the word wall and make  
                     up four different groups of  words.  Then they read one of   
                     their list aloud. The rest of  the student must guess what  
                      category the words belong (or what the rule is for those  
                     words).  
 
                     This activity increase students exposure to vocabulary,  
                     forces them to define their rules or categories, and has them  
                     working on classification which is important to thinking at a  
                     higher level.  

 

Examples of 
Justice 

Non Examples of 
Justice 
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